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Abstract—Researchers at scientific conferences increasingly use
Twitter as a tool to share information, to discuss and to promote
their scientific work. In this paper, we empirically analyze a
Twitter dataset that has been acquired at the altmetrics 2014
workshop that was co-located with the ACM Web Science con-
ference. More specifically, we investigate the activity of all users
who tweeted about the workshop in three types of communication
networks that we extracted from the dataset: the user mentions
network, the retweets network and the followers network. In
all three networks, we determined the most active users. Our
study shows that most users are rather passive while only a
small number of influential users are responsible for most of the
observed activities.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past, scholarly communication mostly involved cre-
ating and publishing scientific publications and citing publi-
cations of other scientists. Social media has brought the long
standing communication patterns between researchers to the
next level - many researchers use social media to present
intermediate results, promote publications, introduce new ideas
and discuss various topics in real-time. For example, Twitter
has become an important communication platform for research
communities and is already used by about one researcher out
of 40 [12].

Often a scientist’s reputation is largely measured by her
or his received citations. However, getting citations for a
publication may take quite a long time. The novel research
field of altmetrics aims to address this limitation as well as to
take into account other the scientific outputs than papers that
are generated on social media platforms. Altmetrics consider
for example the count of downloads, views, pages linking to
a publication and citations in social networks. Consequently,
altmetrics have been proposed as new and complementary
metrics to quantify a researcher’s scientific impact [1].

In this work, we study the Twitter dataset of the altmetrics
2014 conference workshop. Our goal is to detect communica-
tion patterns in this research community and to identify the
most influential workshop attendees. Attendees are considered
being important if they either created a significant part of the
Twitter data or if their names or their tweets are frequently
mentioned. Our analysis is mostly performed by means of
network visualization, i.e., we generate network plots of the
three user interactions mentions, retweets and replies. Addi-
tionally, we investigate the friendship and follower relations
of the Twitter users in the dataset.

II. RELATED WORK

Twitter datasets are widely used by researchers for various
studies. There are already many studies on the usage of
Twitter in scientific communities. In [7] a scientific Twitter
dataset was used to detect and visualize trends over time.
Eysenbach discovered in [4] that tweets can predict highly
cited papers only three days after publication. The importance
of Twitter in scientific communities is also shown by its usage
for altmetrics [10]. The analysis of Twitter data of conferences
in [8] identified important topics and showed that important
people at a conference are also represented as important users
in the Twitter dataset. The work presented in [11] shows that
Twitter enables to reach a wider audience. According to [3],
the popularity of Twitter users is not directly linked to the
number of retweets and user mentions, because the quality
and content of a tweet is regarded as the main factor for
these measurements. In [14], it was discovered that there are
typically two types of tweets during a scientific conference:
citations of external sources and quotations through retweets.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In the following section, the analysis of the Twitter dataset
gathered at the ”Altmetrics14: expanding impacts and metrics”
workshop is presented. This workshop took place at the ACM
Web Science Conference 2014. The dataset consists of 1758
tweets that were created by 204 unique Twitter users. The
dataset is freely available on Figshare [9].

A. Preprocessing the data

First of all, the unique users were extracted from the dataset
and linked to the tweets they created. Each tweet consists of
the tweet-text, an author reference, a unique ID and some
additional data, e.g., which users were mentioned or which
hashtags were used in the tweet. Consequently, a user is
described by a name, a unique ID and also a unique screen-
name (the name usually displayed on Twitter). An examination
of the dataset showed that some user IDs and the follower
and friend relationship information were missing. In order to
complete the collection of users, the Twitter-API [13] was
used to acquire the missing data. We also tried to crawl
additional data for the tweets using the Twitter API but this
was unsuccessful due to missing tweet IDs in the dataset and
the resulting constraints of the Twitter API.



Fig. 1. Matrix of user mentions. The rows indicate the mentions of other
users, the columns show how many mentions a user got by whom.

B. Users mentioned in tweets

In the first experiment, we visualized the users that were
mentioned in tweets by others. Note that in the original dataset,
there is no distinction between retweets, replies to tweets and
user mentions. Consequently, user mentions could also be
replies or retweets, which is a limitation of this study.

In the next step, we created a visual matrix of user men-
tions. The matrix rows show how often a user mentioned
another user, while the columns show how often a user got
mentioned by another user. Additionally, each cell-background
was colored with a color gradient ranging from white (zero
values) over yellow (values around 20) to red (values above
100). A linear color gradient ranging from the smallest to
the biggest value would not work as well, because then,
there would be only one colored value that represents a very
high value. The resulting matrix is of size 205x205 and hard
to visually interpret due to its size. Therefore, we reduced
the original dataset to a smaller subset that contains only
users with more than the average user-mentions. The resulting
matrix visualization is depicted in figure 1.

From this matrix visualization, we can derive that the most
active user is named RouhiRoo. This user mentioned most
other users and is often mentioned by others. The fact that
RouhiRoo is a sales manager of Altmetric, could explain
her high activity on the workshop. The most mentioned user
is called altmetric. This Twitter user represents the official
account of the company Altmetric.com and has a large number
of mentions. Other notable users are habib and iaravps, since
these users created the second most mentions. However, these
two users are only rarely mentioned themselves. habib is
also an employee of Altmetric and iaravps is a PhD student
working on altmetrics, which explains their multiple mentions
of RouhiRoo and altmetric. Another relevant user is apparently
mfenner, a researcher also working on altmetrics. mfenner has
many mentions, but is quite inactive himself, given his user
mentions. Since the matrix already shows only about a seventh

Fig. 2. User mentions as network plot with Gephi. Each node represents a
user. An edge from user A to user B indicates that user A mentioned user B.
Thicker edges indicate multiple mentions

of all users, the matrix also shows that the majority of users
are rather passive in terms of mentions. Specifically, most
users neither mention many other users, nor are mentioned
themselves.

To provide another perspective of the data displayed by the
matrix, a network plot of the user mention matrix of all users
was created using the Gephi [5] analysis tool. In this network
plot, each value above zero represents an edge with the weight
of this value between the mentioned and the mentioning user.
The resulting plot can be seen in figure 2 whereas the size
of a node in the network is determined by its authority. Note
that node authority is calculated using the HITS algorithm [6].
The edge width is characterized by its weight. We perform
community detection on the network using the modularity
filter that is included in Gephi. This modularity filter uses
the Louvain method for community detection [2]. The nodes
are therefore colored in respect to the community they have
been assigned to.

The plot shows that the observed community has a strongly
connected component, which includes the most important
users. This tightly connected area in the graph reflects that
the users which are part of this area are mentioned a lot
or mention many other users. However, the plot also shows
that some users like the official Twitter accounts of figshare
and ImpactStory are more prominent in the plot than in the
matrix. Since the node size is based on their authority in
the network, these nodes are also most influential in the
graph. This therefore enables us to more accurately assess
influential users in the network compared to the matrix based



Fig. 3. Replies as network plot with Gephi. Each node represents a user. An
edge from user A to user B indicates that user A replied to a tweet of user
B. Thicker edges indicate more replies

visualization where importance is determined by the highest
values of user mentions. The plot also shows that for instance
figshare is an important user, but not in the center of com-
munications. The user RouhiRoo was quite outstanding in the
matrix plot, but in the network plot, the user is just one of
the medium sized nodes. The comparison of mere mention
counting and the authority of a user shows that authority also
takes the importance of the mentioning user into account.
Consequently, the ranking of users by their authority values is
more reasonable in our setting, because we want to filter the
most important users.

C. Replies and retweets in the dataset

Next, we investigated the replies in the dataset. Again,
we created plots for these types of communication patterns.
However, the information of this plot is rather sparse, because
in this dataset only about ten users use the reply functionality.
The resulting plot can be seen in figure 3.

Then, we investigated the retweet interaction patterns in the
dataset. Unfortunately, the retweet information is not included
in the dataset and it cannot be easily obtained via the Twitter
API, because in that case, we would need the tweet ID. Hence-
forth, all tweets starting with RT @some user name were
assumed to be retweets to a tweet of user some user name.
We created a network plot using these retweets (see figure 4).
There, each retweet is represented by an edge from the creator
of the retweet to the creator of the initial tweet. Edges with a
higher edge weight represent multiple retweet relations.

This plot of retweets shows that there are only a few users,
who were retweeted more than once and that only few users

Fig. 4. Retweets as network plot with Gephi. Each node represents a user.
An edge from user A to user B indicates that user A retweeted a tweet of
user B. Thicker edges indicate more retweets

created more than one retweet. Again, as expected, the users
in the connected component retweet each other a lot. From
the plot, we can see that there are two important users who
are not so strongly connected to the other important users.
Note that the network of retweets is a subset of the mentions
network, because each retweet is also counted as a mention.
The mention network plot without retweets and replies can be
seen in figure 5.

This plot clearly shows that many mentions are just
retweets. The two biggest nodes figshare and altmetric are
not in the retweets plot, so they were just mentioned and
never retweeted. The importance of these two nodes is not
really surprising given that both are companies related to
Science 2.0/Open Science and altmetrics, and both companies
are closely linked to the event. In order to find users who were
both retweeted and mentioned independently, we investigated
the largest nodes (i.e., the nodes with highest authority values)
in the retweet and mentions in more detail. We found that
the Twitter users stefhaustein, RodrigoCostas1 and juancom-
mander were represented as nodes with high authority in
both plots. These three users are researchers whose research
interests also indicate that they are closely linked to the event,
which may explain their higher importance.

D. Friends and Followers of Users

Friend and follower relationships are another dimension
of Twitter data. These relationships are created if a user A
follows user B, then user B is considered being a friend of
user A. Hence follower and friend relationships are just two



Fig. 5. User mentions without retweets as network plot with Gephi. Each
node represents a user. An edge from user A to user B indicates that user A
mentioned user B. Thicker edges indicate multiple mentions

different perspectives on the same data. The follower and
friendship relationships are examined to find matches between
these relationships and the interaction patterns. We plotted the
friend and follower relation using Gephi, as shown in figures
6 and 7. The coloring, node-size and font-size reflect again
communities as well as authorities.

The friend and the follower relationship plots reveal that
these networks are more connected than the others. Moreover,
more larger nodes are present, as well as many more notable
nodes, as opposed to the other plots. The most notable nodes
in the mentions and retweet plots are also important nodes in
one or both of the friends/follower plots. Apparently, notable
users in the mentions plot are more likely to be well connected
with friend/follower relationships than notable users in the
retweets plot. This assumption can however not be sufficiently
explained without a more detailed research with more than one
dataset. Furthermore, the differences between these two plots
clearly show that having many followers doesn’t necessarily
indicate many friends as well and vice versa. The observed
Twitter users do not split into observable groups given their
follower/friend relationships and there are only few users who
are not tightly connected to the main network.

IV. CONCLUSION

Twitter has become an important platform for communi-
cation between researchers. The analysis of communication
patterns based on the Twitter data of a scientific event clearly
shows that there is a small group of very active users and
a big group of less active users. The classification of the

Fig. 6. User follower relationship as Gephi network plot. Each node represents
a user. An edge from user A to user B indicates that user A follows user B.

Fig. 7. User friend relationship as Gephi network plot. Each node represents
a user. An edge from user A to user B indicates that user B follows user A.

Twitter data into user mentions, replies and retweets gives
additional information of the type of the communication.
Although important Twitter users can be detected based on
their authority, the reason for their status cannot be determined
without further contextual information and knowledge. For



example, given only the pure Twitter data, the reason for lots
of user mentions cannot be determined. In the future, we
will apply content analysis to better understand why users
are more mentioned than others. The same holds true for
the users, who created the majority of the Twitter data, since
understanding their roles at the event need more contextual,
external information.

However, the analyzed data shows that there is no easily
interpretable correlation between creating many tweets and
getting a lot attention either by more followers or by getting
many user mentions. Another interesting finding is that there
are users in our dataset, whose only significance is that they are
retweeting other users frequently. Then again there are users,
who are quite inactive, but still seem significant, because they
are mentioned a lot. The analysis of the follower and friend
relationships revealed that all notable users from the other sets,
i.e., mentions, retweets and replies, are important here, too.
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